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Thanks for taking the time to come today. 
I hope to cover the following in my 30 minute slot

Why you should be interested

Where we’re up to with ECO (and its context with 
other programmes)

Changes from ECO3 to ECO4 (which offer both 
opportunities and challenges to practical delivery)

ECO Flex – possibilities and practical delivery

Better use of Data

Opportunities for local companies
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We provide free energy efficiency measures to low income and 
vulnerable households, and maximise the benefit to households by 
offering additional advice to lower bills and help to maximise income 

We work closely with 100+ local authorities, housing providers and 
charities to identify and reach out to those most in need, and to 
make them eligible for support via LA Flex and fuel poverty 
calculators

We fund many of our programmes through strong relationships with 
obligated energy suppliers with whom we will have multi-year 
funding arrangements for ECO and Warm Home Discount Industry 
Initiatives

We also run funded retrofit programmes on behalf of over two dozen 
local authorities, and have access to unique funding for first-time low 
carbon central heating across Britain.

AgilityEco helps utility companies, councils and landlords 
meet their social and environmental obligations
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Awareness of the basics   

Opportunities for your 
own stock

Signposting/referring 
residents

ECO4 flex - making more 
people eligible 

Supporting your local 
installers

06
Active engagement with 
area-based programmes 

We think there are a number of ways that local authorities 
can get involved with ECO4
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Where are we up to with ECO?
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ECO has been running since 2013. Trends include increased focus on low 
income households, and peaks/troughs of delivery due to new regs
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ECO3t started slowly in April and May due 
to delays to submissions platforms and 
uncertainty from installers on regulations. 

Volume was greatly increased in June -
lots of overtime and are still closing down 
final submissions to funders. 33,000 
measures were installed nationwide.

From 1st July work suspended again as no 
regulations – these passed on through 
parliament on Monday evening

Now waiting for ECO4 installer paperwork 
from Ofgem and our install partners are 
getting to grips with the new measure 
eligibility rules and full project scoring 
method. 

We expect activity to ramp up from late 
August/early September onward.

Since April 2022 ECO has been in limbo, but we should be 
getting back on track in 4-6 weeks 
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Rapid ECO4 rundown!
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Now there is an further focus on the least efficient homes, with an 
increase in spending to support multi-measure interventions

Increased spending: of £1bn p/a to facilitate a multi-measure whole house approach. 

Focus on E, F & G: 70% of the obligation ringfenced for E to G rated owner occupied and 
private rented homes. 

“ECO4 Flex”: cap raised from 25% to 50% of each supplier’s obligation and alongside Local 
Authority (LA) Flex there are new provisions for Supplier Flexible Eligibility. 

‘Fabric-first approach’: insulation now a requirement in most interventions to ensure long-
term positive outcomes for households.

Fewer gas boilers: total cap of 5,000 gas boiler replacements/repairs, though inefficient boiler 
upgrades (non-condensing boilers) continue to be eligible for owner-occupied premises. 

Gas central heating: is only eligible where a property is considered to be on-grid as of 1st April 
2022. FPNES will continue but central heating must be funded by landlords, councils. etc

Solid wall insulation (SWI): minimum of 22,500 SWI installations per year

Rural uplift: around 24% of homes treated will be rural, and those in Scotland and Wales will 
receive an uplift

Innovation measures: opportunity for suppliers to benefit from additional funding (+25% or 
+45%) for innovative measures 
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Property scoring has been revamped to reflect the Government’s 
ambition to meet our fuel poverty targets

Scoring is now split by Full Projects and Partial Projects.

Full project scores (FPS): awarded to projects which meet the minimum requirement 
(or where a relevant exemption applies) and are based on the Annual Bill Savings 
(ABS) produced by the improvement in a premises’ SAP rating. 

Partial project scores (PPS): awarded at a measure level where the minimum 
requirement has not been met. They are interim scores which represent a proportion 
of the full expected ABS of a project. 

It is highly unlikely that much of the latter will be available as suppliers are capped and will 
most likely be used to address failed full projects 

FPS scores are pre-determined by the starting and finishing SAP band of a property, whilst 
accounting for property size. 

All FPS scores are subject to a minimum EPC SAP band improvement:

F & G rated properties must be improved to a minimum of D

D & E rated properties must be improved to a minimum of C
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The opportunities for social housing remain limited, with the 
Government pointing to the SHDF as the main source of support

Only the following measures qualify and all projects must satisfy the 
minimum requirement: 

a) Insulation
b) first-time central heating *
c) a renewable heating system (except where it replaces a renewable 
heating measure of the same kind) *
d) a district heating connection *
e) innovation
*all measures are subject to heating or FTCH insulation pre-conditions

These requirements are exempted if all insulation is already installed in the 
home to the required standard

EPC E EPC F & G

EPC C EPC D

EPC D

EPC C

Innovation measures
Insulation measures will 

also qualify where used it 
satisfies the minimum 

requirement
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Here’s some basic analysis that we did for a London authority on their 
stock, highlighting the lack of opportunity
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EPC D

If Installing heating (other 
than FTCH or DHS)

Roof, walls (inc solid) and 
floor must be insulated

Any projects including 
heating measures must 
first have all cavity walls 
and roof space insulated.

These requirements are exempted if all insulation is already installed in the 
home to the required standard

EPC E EPC F & G

EPC C EPC C EPC D

Any projects including 
heating measures must 
first have all cavity walls 
and roof space insulated.

For owner-occupiers the key challenge is achieving the required 
increase in SAP band
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The package of measures must include one of the following measures: 
a) solid wall insulation
b) first-time central heating *
c) a renewable heating system (except where it replaces a renewable 
heating measure of the same kind) *
d) a district heating connection *
*all measures are subject to heating or FTCH insulation pre-conditions

These requirements are exempted if all insulation is already installed in the 
home to the required standard

EPC E EPC F & G

EPC C EPC D

For private landlords only E, F and G rated properties are eligible, and 
the measures available are more limited
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There have been changes to the HHCRO group
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Inflation: will impact cost of works, but also the savings that households will make (and 
therefore their interest in participating in a potentially disruptive retrofit project)

Sweet spots: will be identified in terms of locations and measure combinations – these 
will be aggressively pursued and will likely change over time as obligated suppliers 
review progress against their targets

Teaming up: Many installers are specialist in one measure type and will not be able to 
complete multi-measure projects alone. 

Competing programmes: ECO will compete against HUG, SHDF and also able-to-pay 
customers for surveyors, installers and building supplies. Government policies on 
private rented sector standards and green finance may further exacerbate this

Supplier approach to customers: There will be some swing towards suppliers 
supporting their own customers more – and potentially making use of the supplier flex 
route

Broken gas boilers: There will be a significant issue with gas boilers breaking this winter 
– there will be much less funding to replace them

How do we think things may pan out?
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We are utilising the existing datasets plus 
modelling techniques to determine:

Economic feasibility: identify a cost-
effective measure package which reflects 
the characteristics of the home and 
available funding based on scheme rules

Technical suitability:  ensure that 
recommended measures are deliverable by 
identifying barriers such as access issues, 
conservation areas and listed buildings

Likelihood of occupier eligibility: using 
external data sources such as Experian, 
Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD), DWP 
data and land registry

AgilityEco and other organisations are increasingly using data 
to target suitable households
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Thoughts on ECO4 Flex
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ECO4 Flex offers new opportunities and allows more low 
income households to be targeted

Statements of Intent (SOI): The SOIs are very 
standardised so easy to publish – the risk is 
that LAs feel they won’t have the capacity to 
manage declarations effectively

Devolved Administrations: The Scottish and 
Welsh Governments (aka the DAs), can 
produce declarations

Suppliers can use the financial data they hold 
to sign declarations, and potentially develop 
bespoke targeted schemes

Finding enough properties: According to the 
ECO4 Impact Report there are more potential 
ECO flex eligible households than those in the 
Help to Heat Group (i.e. those on benefits) –
Flex will likely be critical in order to find 
enough eligible properties
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1) Income: A gross household income of less than £31,000 brings ECO into line with LAD/HUG. 
The expected standard of evidence (3 months of payslips, bank statements, etc) seems reasonable

2) Proxy measures (Bands E-G only): Two proxy measures – who can confirm?

i) Anyone: Homes in LSOAs 1-3, vulnerable to the cold (disability, over 65, children under 5)

ii) Councils: receiving council tax rebate/ free school meals/client of LA advice scheme 

iii) Citizens Advice: Struggling to pay their energy bills

iv) Suppliers: Struggling to pay their bills (if referred to LA) or independently confirm if in debt 
for more than 13 weeks and on repayment plan

3) NHS referral: Letter from GP, health board, etc, confirming a member of the household is low 
income and vulnerable to the cold (LIVC) – it has always been hard to engage health providers

4) Bespoke targeting: an opportunity for LAs and suppliers to put their case to BEIS. Guidance 
pending. Andrej may have covered this but seems to me like a brilliant opportunity to develop a 
strong area-based scheme if you know there’s a street/neighbourhood/estate in a deprived area 
with poor quality housing.

The four new flex criteria are very broad and offer huge 
opportunity to link with analysis of property data:
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(Exact wording of the bespoke scheme section in the Ofgem guidance)

Suppliers and LAs can submit a proposal for a new route to identify low income and 
vulnerable households. Applications need to demonstrate that, aside from living in 
SAP band D, E, F and G: 

• The proposed methodology would identify low-income households where more 
than 50% are not in the Help to Heat Group and,

• Where at least 75% of the households that meet the criteria are in owner-
occupied premises and contain at least one person living in fuel poverty or,

• At least 90% of the households that meet those criteria are in private rented 
premises that contain at least one person living in fuel poverty. 

BEIS will issue new guidance for this targeting method. Further guidance on this 
route will be published by BEIS later in the year
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Here’s the declaration process, which involves four key 
organisations

Publish and         
promote SOI

Receive request 
& check eligibility

Submit details to 
Ofgem

Confirm declaration 
with installer

Measures get       
installed

Installer submits     
project to supplier

Supplier submits      
details to Ofgem 

Ofgem checks two 
sets of details  

Local Authorities

Installers OfgemSupplier

Issues found           
immediately?

Issues found           
at audit?

Supplier works     
with LA to fix

Supplier works     
with LA to fix

For Sheffield this will be AgilityEco
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609

207

280

6

72
3

12552

131

7

467

1,070 declarations issued in 2021/22 
leading to 1,959 measures installed

Boiler replacement

Cavity wall insulation

Electric storage heaters

External wall insulation

First time central
heating
Flat roof insulation

Heating controls

Internal wall insulation

Loft insulation

Room-in-roof insulation

Underfloor insulation

£189,691.32

£27,756.63

£85,072.40

£1,755.06

£51,346.08

£728.31

£2,575.00

£15,210.52

£8,513.69

£1,423.94

£27,851.88

£0.00

£20,000.00

£40,000.00

£60,000.00

£80,000.00

£100,000.00

£120,000.00

£140,000.00

£160,000.00

£180,000.00

£200,000.00

Total Annual Bill Saving of £411,924 

And out of interest here is a breakdown of Birmingham City 
Council’s declarations for 2021/22
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Will all local authorities get involved? The 
capacity requirements to collect evidence, 
submit measures and potentially receive 
enquiries or complaints with households  

Helping people with disabilities: the benefit 
eligibility criteria under the Home Heating 
Costs Reduction Obligation (HHCRO) no longer 
includes disability benefits and carers 
allowance – LA flex can potentially 
counterbalance this

Devolved nation bias? With the 35% rural 
uplift in Scotland and Wales swallow up a 
significant amount of ECO?

Is it enough to meet the fuel poverty target? 
£4 billion is a very significant amount of 
funding, but we have calculated that there 
remains an £18 billion gap on spending in fuel 
poor homes if the 2030 target for all fuel poor 
homes to achieve Band C.

Final ECO thoughts
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Bonus slide: a summary of the Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund 
(SHDF) – guidance just released!

The UK Government will launch Wave 2 of the SHDF in late August, with £800m available for 
social landlords to bid for to support retrofitting their housing at scale, using a ‘worst-first’ 
approach. 

The scheme will run with a fabric first principle and homes based on the Wave 1 rules we expect 
that they must achieve a minimum of EPC Band C (D if starting F/G) and a space heating demand 
of 90kwh/m2/year. All SAP measures are likely to be acceptable bar fossil fuel heating. Projects 
must be complaint with PAS2035. Both on-gas & off-gas homes are eligible, as are high rise 
blocks.

Funding of between £10-16k per property is available, dependent on starting EPC, with a landlord 
contribution of one third required:

Applicants must demonstrate that they can bring together a strong delivery team, have identified 
and baselined properties in advance (including securing tenant permission), and be able to 
demonstrate real life performance improvement. It’s likely E, F & G homes will score highly.

Starting EPC Max average grant Min RP contribution Total max spend
D £10,000 £5,000 £15,000
E £12,000 £6,000 £18,000
F £16,000 £8,000 £24,000
G £16,000 £8,000 £24,000


